SCHOOL LEAVERS, 2013

SCHOOL LEAVERS WITH NCEA LEVEL 2 OR ABOVE

Note: Students are counted in each ethnicity they identify with, but only once in 'Total'.

* Leaving age refers to the age as at the last date of attendance. However, students are only included as leavers if they were age 16 by 1 March 2014 (or received an early leaving exemption).

REASON FOR LEAVING SCHOOL

TOTAL NUMBER OF SCHOOL LEAVERS

323 GRANTED EARLY LEAVING EXEMPTION

120 EXCLUSION OR EXPULSION

2,915 CONTINUOUS ABSENCE

1,315 DID NOT RETURN TO SCHOOLING

1,736 GONE OVERSEAS

IN 2013 74.2% OF SCHOOL LEAVERS ACHIEVED NCEA LEVEL 2 OR ABOVE

NUMBER OF SCHOOL LEAVERS, BY AGE AND ETHNICITY

LEAVING AGE*:
- AGE 15
- AGE 16
- AGE 17+

Note: Students are counted in each ethnicity they identify with, but only once in 'Total'.

74.2% OF SCHOOL LEAVERS

71.4% (22,833) BOYS: 71.4% (22,833)

77.2% (23,883) GIRLS: 77.2% (23,883)

55.1% (7,411) MĀORI

67.6% (4,585) PASIFIKA

87.9% (5,606) ASIAN

85.8% (44,824) EUROPEAN/PĀKEHĀ

62,950 SCHOOL LEAVERS

AGE 15

AGE 16

AGE 17+

13,461 SCHOOL LEAVERS

6,787 SCHOOL LEAVERS

6,378 SCHOOL LEAVERS

39,089 SCHOOL LEAVERS

62,950 SCHOOL LEAVERS